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LEARNER
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THE BEST WAY TO
GROW IS TO STAY
HUMBLE, AND
ALWAYS HAVE A
LEARNING SPIRIT.
JORDAN NIELSEN

The freedom and the ability to just get up and go camping
with his family and grandparents in a fifth wheel or in a
Volkswagen Wesfalia is something that Jordan Nielsen, now
an apprentice RV service technician at Fraserway RV in
Abbotsford, B.C., misses. He has great memories of Recreation
Vehicle camping as a child. As a young adult, he enjoyed
working on his camper van and camping whenever and
wherever the road took him.
Nielsen moved to the Greater Vancouver area as an adult in
pursuit of a fulfilling career; one that would allow him to
learn and apply a wide array of skills while offering variety so
the work would never become repetitive. While he
thoroughly enjoyed fixing his Westfalia camper in the past, he
had no idea that the RV Service Technician trade is a
recognized skilled trade and a viable career. When he heard
about a job opening for an apprentice Recreation Vehicle
service technician, he did not hesitate to apply.
Since joining Fraserway RV, Nielsen has worked primarily on
inspecting and preparing new units for delivery in the predelivery department. As he recently completed his
apprenticeship training, Nielsen’s work has now shifted to
working on customer units.
The pre-delivery inspection process is one that is meticulous
and thorough. It is about “checking every inch of the unit,
testing systems, documenting deficiencies, and making
corrections to the unit so that customers can make that RV
trip they dreamed of,” said Nielsen.
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Working on customer units require
troubleshooting issues, making the proper
repairs and sometimes, upgrading the RV with
new gadgets and gizmos. Nielsen is able to
apply all the technical skills he acquired in
school and expertise learned from the
experienced technicians to successfully work
on every customer unit.

When asked if there is a trick to ensuring that the
warranty claims process runs smoothly. Nielsen
suggests “constantly striving to find a better system,
workflow and checklist so that I know when I submit
a warranty claim, it is going to be clear what the
problem was, how it was diagnosed, and how best to
fix the problem.”
For Nielsen, he appreciates and really enjoys the
depth of knowledge and harmony and cooperation
amongst the technicians he works with. To him,
“there are so many components and changes over the
years that the wisdom to be gained from the team is
immeasurable.” Recounting his own experience as a
very green apprentice, Nielsen admitted he “barely
knew anything about electricity.” He credits “good
training at work, years of schooling and a spirit of

wanting to constantly learn” in shaping him
into someone that others look to for help
from time to time.
“The best way to grow is to stay humble, and
always have a learning spirit.” Jordan Nielsen
Overcoming challenges is part of the learning
process. For Nielsen, the current challenge he
faces as an apprentice is fulfilling warranty
claims. When asked, most apprentices and
technicians will admit to the most difficult
aspect of their job as documenting the work.
The warranty claims process involves
documenting the work step by step,
completing the details of the claim in detail
and submitting it to the manufacturer. Done
right the first time will save a lot of time and
headaches for both the technician and the
customer.
The love of the outdoors is a commonality
that can be observed in many that work in
the RV industry. Jordan Nielsen is certainly
not an exception. The need to maintain a
work-life balance is high for many people.
However, in an increasingly overscheduled
world and information overload, how can
that be achieved? For Nielsen, “my work is
about helping others experience what I
enjoy, which is connecting people with the
outdoors. We all need time away, to relax and
reconnect with those we care about. If the
RV industry can teach us anything, it's that
being stationary is not natural. We all want to
move, explore and reconnect.”
Influencers, in real life, help make the
working environment one that is fun and
positive. Nielsen hopes his passion towards
craftsmanship and sense of humour brings
fun and enjoyment to those around him.
“There is no aspect to this job that is life
or death, in terms of timelines or jobs to
be done. We can have fun while we work. I
want to enjoy where I work, and I hope I
can make it enjoyable for others too.”
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Having a strong sense of curiosity and eagerness
to learn are strong guiding principles for
Nielsen. “You do not need to know everything to
excel. You need to have a humble spirit and be
teachable.” As for apprentices and technicians;
having a solid foundation in electrical systems
and strong diagnostic skills are critical for
success in this trade.
To succeed in one’s role, hard work, willingness
to learn and having a good mentor will ensure
the new employee can be quickly integrated
into the team. To Nielsen, it is vital to have a
workplace mentor. RV technology changes very
quickly and many skills are acquired through
experience. He praises his employer for
encouraging a mentoring culture where
apprentices aren’t deterred to seek advice and
learn from others. Experienced technicians are
excellent resources and a wealth of knowledge
that isn’t taught in school. While technicians
work independently, it is common to see groups
of technicians discussing the best ways to fix a
complex problem.
During his apprenticeship, there were not too
many female apprentices in his class. Nielsen
recognized while there are many female
brand ambassadors in the RV industry, not
too many women are found working in the

The pandemic has taken the world by storm
and changed the way we work. Like a roller
coaster ride, “work went from pre-pandemic
boom, to bust, to insane post-pandemic
boom. We have so much work everyday, so we
need to make sure we are being as efficient
as possible.” With an influx of new RVers,
more patience and compassion are needed
for customers and we need to inject
confidence in them that their problems will
be fixed promptly so they can enjoy their RV.
Sometimes just taking that extra 5 or 10
minutes to listen is much appreciated by the
customer and they will hopefully become
lasting customers and long-time RVers.
As a millennial, Nielsen has longed and lived
the vanlife. To him, “those younger years were
really about grabbing hold of what life is like
to be non-stationary or transient. We want to
explore and go off grid, work out of the office
and customize the rig.” He sees the RV
industry needing to adapt to this new
generation of free spirited RVer, which is very
different form the RV park, full hook up and
sometimes glamping customer. “Right now
we're in a time that really amplifies the
benefits of RV travel, I do not see that slowing
down anytime soon.”

technical side of the industry. Nielsen
believes women would excel as a RV service
technician but aren’t aware of the
opportunities available or have not been
encouraged to work in the skilled trades.
Nielsen shares a unique observation on the
barriers preventing women from entering.
From the hiring process, the language used in

YOU DO NOT NEED TO KNOW
EVERYTHING TO EXCEL. YOU
NEED TO HAVE A HUMBLE SPIRIT
AND BE TEACHABLE.

the job description should be gender neutral.
If the organization promotes equal
opportunity for men and women in any role,
the company policy should be clear and
indicated as such. In the RV industry, where it
is traditionally male-dominated, institutions
and educators should be acutely aware of
gender neutral language and seek input from
both men and women.

Jordan Nielsen is a two-time recipient of the NTPStag Canada RV Service Technician Bursary. He
has completed the three-year apprenticeship and
is accumulating on-the-job hours in order to
receive designation as journeyperson and Red
Seal RV Service Technician.

